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Ideas and Content

*Story is a small moment
*Has important conflict and
resolution
*Characters are vivid and well
developed.
*Setting is clearly described.

*Story is a small moment, but may contain too
much unimportant information.
*Follows story mountain, but some parts may be
missing or incomplete.
*Has conflict and resolution, but may lack real
importance or clarity
*Characters may be unclearly described or seem
too similar.
*Setting is mentioned but not clearly described.

*Story may be too broad, not a small moment
*Story mountain may not be clearly followed.
*May be missing important conflict and/or
resolution
*Characters may not be described clearly.
*Setting may be unclear.

*Plot is unclear or lacks clear beginning,
middle, and end.
*Story mountain not used.
*Missing important conflict and/or
resolution
*Charactersnot described.
*Setting not described.

Organization

*Paragraphs used properly with
indenting. No extra blank lines
between paragraphs.
*Dialogue is paragraphed correctly,
with no two characters speaking in
the same paragraph.
*Follows story mountain, with all
parts clearly present in the story in a
way that seems to flow natuarlly.

*Paragraphs are used, usually in appropriate
places. Some paragraphs may be slightly too long
or short.
*Dialogue is paragraped, but not always correctly.
*Story has clear beginning, middle, and end. But
all parts of the story mountain may not be clear.

*Paragraphs are present, but some
paragraphs are usually too long.
*Dialogue is not correctly paragraphed.
*Story may seem to begin randomly or end
suddenly. There is not a clear sense of a
story mountain.

*Paragraphs not used.
*No clear beginning, middle, and end.

Sentence Fluency

*No run on sentences
*No sentence fragments.
*Wide variety of sentence types and
structures used.
*Writing flows naturally and
smoothly.

*Some run on sentences or fragments.
*Some variety of sentence types and structures
used.
*Writing flows naturally, with only occaisional
awkward or rough phrases.

*Many run on sentences or fragments.
*Sentences sound repetitive, not enough
variety of structure.
*Writing is sometimes awkward or has very
rough phrases that need editing.

*Run on sentences and/or fragments
make writing difficult to read.
*Writing is often awkward, doesn't make
sense, or has very rough phrases that
need editing.

Conventions

*Capital letters used correctly
*Apostrophes used correctly.
*No homophone errors.
*Grammar errors do not distract at
all from writing
*Document format is correct, with
interesting title and header.

*Capital letters usually used correctly
*Apostrophes usually used correctly.
*Few homophone errors.
*Grammar errors only slightly distract from writing
*Document format is mostly correct, with title and
header.

*Capital letters often incorrect.
*Apostrophes often incorrect
*Many homophone errors.
*Grammar errors make writing difficult to
follow.
*Document not formatted correctly.

*Capital letters not used or used all the
time.
*Apostrophes often incorrect or not used.
*Many homophone errors.
*Grammar errors make writing very
difficult to follow.
*Document not formatted correctly. No
title or header.


















































